plerixafor can be used to treat mobilization failure and is usually well tolerated [6,7]. The only option upon stem cell mobilization failure with G-CSF is bone marrow harvesting. Our donor was given plerixafor "just in time"; he had an active infection and did not consent to bone marrow harvesting. While plerixafor is usually used for mobilization in lymphoma or myeloma patients, literature data are available about its use in allogeneic settings [8]. Stem cells in numbers adequate for safe transplantation were collected in a single procedure.

This report indicates that influenza A may suppress the hematopoietic system, negatively affecting stem cell mobilization. The problem may be overcome by plerixafor administration.
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Influenza A Enfeksiyonu ve Kök Hücre Mobilizasyonu
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To the Editor,

We read the publication entitled "Use of Plerixafor to Mobilize a Healthy Donor Infected with Influenza A" and found it to be very interesting [1]. Yeral et al. [1] mentioned that "The effects of influenza A infection on stem cell mobilization are not known" and concluded that "This report indicates that influenza A may suppress the hematopoietic system, negatively affecting stem cell mobilization. The problem may be overcome by plerixafor administration" [1]. This article may provide a new observation and confirm the usefulness of plerixafor in achieving stem cell mobilization. Nevertheless, it should be noted that this is not the first case of stem cell transplantation in which the donor has influenza A infection. Lee et al. [2] reported stem cell transplantation from a related donor infected with influenza H1N1 2009 and in that case the transplantation was completely done without noting any problem of stem cell mobilization due to the influenza virus. Regardless of using plerixafor, however, stem cell transplantation in cases in which the donor has influenza infection is a considerable challenge and it is questionable whether the procedure should be done then or not.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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Reply to the Authors:

To the Editor,

We read the recent letter by Yasri and Wiwanitkit [1] regarding our manuscript with great interest. We are pleased with their contributions and comments. The literature data with regard to the effect of influenza A on hematopoietic cell mobilization is limited to only several case reports [2,3].

However it would not be incorrect to relate mobilization failure to Influenza in a donor who has no prior diseases, who is not using any kind of medication or substance, and who is considered to be healthy in clinical and laboratory evaluations before mobilization. Mobilization failure may be associated with cytokine increase, presence of viremia and viral titers. Lee et al. [2] reported three donors who were infected with influenza. Mobilization was postponed for a short period of time in one donor due to poor mobilization risk. Two donors could be mobilized with granulocyte-colony stimulating factor. Nevertheless one of the donors could not be regarded as good mobilized. Because despite two days of apheresis procedure, the collected CD34+ cells from the healthy donor were ≤2×10^6/kg.

With our case we aimed to point out that influenza A may affect mobilization negatively and this condition may be overcome with plerixafor. It should be known that mortality is inevitable in a patient who received myeloablative conditioning regimen without stem cells.

Best Regards

Mahmut Yeral, Pelin Aytan, Can Boğa
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